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We onsider networks of oupled stohasti osillators. When oupled we �nd strong olletive

osillations, while eah unit remains stohasti. In the limit N ! 1 we derive a system of integro-

delay equations and show analytially that the olletive osillations persist in a large region in

parameter. For a regular topology with few onnetions between the osillators, islands of oherent

osillations are formed, whih merge as the amount of topologial disorder inreases. We link this

transition to typial network quantities in the framework of small-world networks.

PACS numbers: 05.45.Xt, 05.10.Gg, 84.35+i

Colletive behavior or synhronization of non-

equilibrium systems is one of the main topis in ur-

rent omplex systems researh. It an be observed in

a variety of di�erent physial, biologial and soiologi-

al frameworks, suh as sub-exitable media, in whih

noise-indued oherent patterns emerge [1℄, neurons in

the brain, where spike patterns synhronize during ex-

petany or attention [2℄, or in an enthusiasti audi-

ene whih applauds in synhrony after a good perfor-

mane [3℄.

Starting from the pioneering work of Winfree [4℄ and

Kuramoto [5, 6℄ on oupled phase osillators, numerous

studies have foussed on systems where the dynamis

of the single units is deterministi [7℄. Even in sys-

tems onsisting of oupled haoti units phase loking

may our [8℄. However, many systems are intrinsi-

ally stohasti or driven by noise. Numerial investi-

gations show, that synhronization an be found there as

well [9, 10, 11, 12℄, or that it may even be indued by

a suitable hosen noise strength [13, 14℄. To really un-

derstand why, and under whih onditions synhroniza-

tion appears in oupled stohasti systems, analytially

tratable models are indispensable. There, however, lit-

tle advanement has been ahieved so far.

In this Letter we introdue a system of N oupled dis-

rete stohasti osillators, eah osillator serving as a

prototype of an exitable system. We �nd large oher-

ent osillations of the ensemble. In the limit N ! 1

we show analytially that this oherene is due to a Hopf

bifuration in the dynamis of the ensemble distributions

in ase of a global oupling. Furthermore, we show nu-

merially, that the synhronization is preserved even if

there are only few onnetions between the osillators.

In ontrast to previous investigations [15, 16℄ it beomes

most pronouned for a large amount of randomness in the

topology of the network, whih we study in the frame-

work of small world networks [17℄.

We onsider a system of N stohasti units. Eah unit
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Figure 1: Three state model of an exitable unit. The proess

1 ! 2 is Markovian, while the transitions 2 ! 3 and 3 ! 1

are deterministi with a �xed waiting time

is a prototypial model of a stohasti exitable osillator

haraterized by an attrating �x point 1 from whih it

esapes by noise to an exited state 2. It then performs

a long exursion 3 and �nally returns to its rest state 1

(Fig. 1). The transition 1 ! 2 is ontrolled by a rate 

whih an be expressed as an Arrhenius-like relation [18℄.

The probability to stay the time t in 1 is thus given by,

w1! 2 (t)= exp(� t); (1)

with mean and standard deviation 1=. The transitions

2! 3 and 3 ! 1 are deterministi with a peaked waiting

time distributions at �2 and �3, respetively:

w2! 3 (t)= �(t� �2); w3! 1 (t)= �(t� �3): (2)

To demonstrate that the dynamis of eah individual unit

shows typial features of exitable systems we inspet its

power spetrum. Setting the output s(t)= 1 if the unit is

in state 3at time t, and s(t)= 0, otherwise, the spetrum

is then determined employing renewal theory [19℄:

S(!)=
4

!2(1=+ T)
Re

(1� i!=� ei!�2)
�

1� ei!(T �� 2)
�

1� i!=� ei!T
:

(3)

where T = �2 + �3. The stohastiity of the proess

an be ontrolled by varying the amount of time spent in

http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0211011v1
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Figure 2: Power spetrum of a single three state unit with

�2 = 0:1, �3 = 1:2 and 1= = 1:0 (solid line), 1= = 10:0

(dashed line). For small values of 1= the proess is osillating

state 1 ompared to T . If 1= � T , the system spends

a lot of time in state 1 and the stohastiity of the �rst

step dominates the dynamis. The spetrum dereases

then monotonially until it beomes zero at !0 = 2�=�3.

Contrary, for 1= � T the proess beomes osillating.

(Fig. 2).

To ouple the units, we �rst introdue the dynami

order parameter of the ensemble:

f(t)=
1

N

N
X

i= 1

si(t); (4)

with si(t)denoting the output of unit i. A prototypial

oupling between the individual osillators is introdued

by letting the rate  funtionally depend on the value of

f(t) in an inhibitory sigmoidal fashion:

(f(t)) = 0

�

1+ � tanh

�

�
f(t)� f�

2�

��

: (5)

Choosing � > 0, the transition rate is large for small val-

ues and small for large values of f(t). The position and

width of the transition is mediated by the parameters f�

and �. In the following the position f �
is kept equal to

0:5. The inverse of the parameter � an be seen as an

e�etive oupling parameter. If � � 1, the oupling de-

pends weakly on the value of f(t)and  is approximately

equal to 0. Contrary, in the ase of �� 1, a sharp tran-

sition between the two rates 2=1 = 0(1� � ) ours if

f(t) rosses f�. A typial trajetory of f(t) is shown in

Fig. 3 for a system onsisting of N = 1000 units. Al-

though eah individual unit is governed by the stohasti

transition 1 ! 2, the whole system shows an undamped

osillation, whih resembles oherene resonane in ou-

pled exitable Fitz-Hugh-Nagumo units [11, 12℄.

The simpliity and disrete nature of our model al-

lows to derive an analyti ondition from an integro-delay

equation for the onset of the oherent osillations. In the

limit N ! 1 the state of the system an be desribed

by the ensemble averaged oupation probabilities Pk(t),

i.e. the probability that a unit is in state k at time t.

Following a mean �eld assumption, we identify the or-

der parameter f(t) with P3(t). The dynamis is then
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Figure 3: Spike train for a globally oupled network (top)

of N = 1000 osillators. Eah time an osillator performs a

2 ! 3 transition a point is plotted. The lower panel shows

the dynami order parameter f(t). In all �gures the following

parameters were used: T = 2:5, �2 = 0:5, 0 = 0:5, � = 0:6,

�= 10
�5

and f
�
= 0:5.

desribed by the following set of integro-delay equations

P1(t) = 1� P2(t)� P3(t)

P2(t) =

Z t

t�� 2

(P3(t
0
))P1(t

0
)dt

0
(6)

P3(t) =

Z t�� 2

t�T

(P3(t
0
))P1(t

0
)dt

0
:

While the �rst equation expresses the normalization on-

dition, the seond and third aount for the balane of

probability. The probabilities P2(t) and P3(t) are equal

to the time-integrated deay from state 1 from time t� �2

up to tand from t� T up to t� �2, respetively. Similar

equations have been investigated before in the framework

of delayed di�erential equations [20℄. For a two state rate

equation, however, only a resonant-like behavior has been

found [21℄.

Now we onsider the unique stationary �x-point of the

nonlinear delay system (6) by setting Pk(t) = P �
k
[22℄.
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This leads to an impliit relation for e.g. P �
3

P
�
3 =

�3

T + 1=(P �
3
)
; (7)

whih is the ratio between the time spent in state 3 and

the mean time for one round trip. Analogous relations

may be derived for P �
1 and P �

2 . To investigate the sta-

bility of the single steady state we add small perturba-

tions Pk(t) = P �
k + �Pk(t) with

P 3

k= 1
�Pk = 0. Using

�Pk(t)/ exp(�t)with � 6= 0 leads after linearization of

Eqs. (6) to the harateristi equation:

1+ �
�1

�

(P
�
3 )
�

1� e
��T

�

� s
�

e
��� 2 � e

��T
�	

= 0:

(8)

Here we have introdued s = 0(P �
3 )P

�
1 < 0 and 0(� )as

the �rst derivative of (� ).

The solutions of Eq. (8) in �= �0+ i�00, �0;�002 R are

omplex. A Hopf bifuration orresponds to values where

� rosses the imaginary axis, for whih we an derive a

ondition by setting �0 = 0. This gives in parametri

dependene on the frequeny �00 at the bifuration:

(P
�
3 )(1� cos(�

00
T))� s (cos(�

00
�2)� cos(�

00
T)) = 0

�
00
+ (P

�
3 )sin(�

00
T)+ s (sin(�

00
�2)� sin(�

00
T)) = 0:

Figs. 4 and 5 shows the region of oherent osillations in

the �2 � � and 0 � � plane, respetively. For �2 > 0,
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Figure 4: Bifuration diagram showing the parameter region

of oherent osillations in the �2-� plane for di�erent values

of 0. The inset shows the orresponding frequeny at the

bifuration, whih is nearly independent of 0. All other pa-

rameters as in Fig. 3

�xed 0 and �6= 0 there is a large region in whih the en-

semble osillates. This region grows for inreasing values

of 0. Interestingly, there exist values of �2 where � has

to exeed some �nite value to observe the osillations.

When unoupled, the power spetra of the single units

exhibit a maximum at �nite frequeny for the parame-

ters given by the three urves shown in Fig. 4. However,

we would like to stress that oherent osillations of the

ensemble an also be observed if the single unoupled

units are in the non-osillating regime. The frequeny at

the bifuration, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4, whih is

about 2:2=(2�)� 0:35 for �2 = 0:5 agrees well with the

frequeny of the osillations observed in the numerial

simulation (Fig. 3) whih is roughly 0:34. The depen-
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Figure 5: Bifuration diagram showing the parameter region

of oherent osillations in the 0-� plane for di�erent values

of �2. All other parameters as in Fig. 3

dene on 0 for di�erent values of �2 is more omplex,

whih we show in Fig. 5. Surprisingly, there are two sep-

arated regions of oherent osillations for small values

of �2 in the parameter plane (dash-dotted lines). This

means that a path in the parameter plane in the dire-

tion of inreasing randomness, i.e. dereasing 0, may

ause the osillations �rst to vanish and then reappear.

Upon inrease of �2 the two regions grow and merge for

�2 � 0:48 (solid line). The merged region maximizes at

�2 � 1 (dotted line), further inrease of �2 lets it shrink

again (dashed line). In this ase, only large values of 0

above � 14 lead to global osillations.

To omplement the globally oupled ase, we now in-

vestigate diluted networks and the in�uene of the topol-

ogy on the onset of oherent osillations in our system.

To study this, we onsider a transition from an ordered

topology to a random network via small-world networks,

whih have reently been introdued by Watts and Stro-

gatz [17℄. The transition is onstruted as follows: Start-

ing from a ring with N verties, eah vertex identi�ed as

one three state unit, is oupled to its k nearest neighbors

with undireted edges. This means, that the transition

rate j(� )of unit j now depends on the loal mean �eld:

fj(t)=
1

k

X

fi;jg

si(t); (9)

fi;jg denoting the set of neighbors of vertex j. With

probability p eah edge is then ut and reonneted to a

randomly hosen di�erent vertex. In this way the param-

eter p interpolates between a ompletely regular (p = 0)

and a random network (p = 1). Please note that the

number of onnetions is N k whih we require now to be

muh smaller than the number of all possible onnetions

between verties, whih is N (N � 1)=2. The small world
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networks are found for values of p below � 0:1, where the

mean shortest path between two arbitrary nodes drops

rapidly, while the luster index, giving the relative num-

ber of ommon neighbors, is still large (see Fig. 7).

In Fig. 6 we show the dynamis on a ompletely reg-

ular network, i.e. p = 0. There, we �nd small oherent
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Figure 6: Spike train for a regular network with p = 0, N =

1000 and k = 18. Eah time a stohasti unit undergoes a

2 ! 3 transition a point is plotted. Other parameters are the

same as in Fig. 3

.

islands, whih interhange over time. Sine these islands

are not in phase, there are no global osillations. As a

measure for the size of the global osillations, we hoose

the height of the entral peak in the power spetrum of

f(t). For inreasing randomness, i.e. p > 0, keeping k

�xed, the osillations beome more pronouned and are

�nally maximized for omplete disorder, whih an be

seen in Fig. 7. The transition to marosopi osillations

shows a threshold behavior at p � 0:2. In the inset, both

the luster index and the mean path length are shown.

Although there is a steep derease in the mean path

length for already small p � 0:01, the amplitude of the

osillations only starts to inrease, as the luster index

beomes smaller. This means, that in our model, om-

pletely random networks synhronize best. For the on-

sidered stohasti systems this stands in lear ontrast

to a previous study of haoti systems [15℄, where it was

laimed that the small-world route provides better syn-

hronizability, ompared to ompletely random graphs.

In onlusion we have presented a system of N dis-

rete stohasti units, whih onstitutes a generi model

of oupled exitable systems. When oupled we observed

oherent osillations. In the limit N ! 1 the system

an be desribed by a system of integro-delay equations.

A stability analysis reveals, that the �xed point of the

dynamis beomes unstable under variation of the sys-

tem parameters. We argue that this mehanism is valid

for the �nite system as presented by simulations.
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Figure 7: Left axis: Loation of the maximum amplitude of

the spetrum of the dynami order parameter f (+� ). Right

axis: Cluster index (+) and mean shortest path length (� ) in

the network.

We further showed numerially, that the oherent os-

illations are preserved if the onnetivity is strongly di-

luted. Starting from a regular network with k nearest

neighbor onnetions (kN � (N � 1)N =2) islands of o-

herent osillations with di�erent relative phases oexist.

With topologial disorder these islands merge and maro-

sopi osillations of the whole ensemble an be observed.

The transition to global osillations is onneted to the

luster index in the network, whih drops onsiderably

on the onset of the osillations.
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